Among the observations/suggestions made by senior officers and other Mentors of “Swachh Hyderabad” during an interactive and feedback session held by the Chief Minister Mr.K.Chandrasekhar Rao today, one of the observations/suggestions made by MD, HMR Mr.NVS Reddy drew instant response from the CM. Observing that indiscriminate pasting of posters is marring the beauty of aesthetic Metro Rail pillars and the city, Mr.NVS Reddy suggested that there has to be political will and voluntary ban by political leaders on such posters to curb this trend.

Responding to the suggestion, CM volunteered that from now onwards no posters displaying his or his colleagues photos will be permitted on Metro Rail pillars and in other public places in the city and that he would make similar appeal to all other political parties to follow suit. This nice and instant gesture of the CM drew applause from the participants of the interactive session.